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The crime, 
the evidence, 
and the trials



• 2006: The murder	


• 2008: Lower court: acquittal	


• 2010: Appeal court: acquittal	


• 2012: Supreme court: acquittal	


• 2013: New law may allow reopening

Tamara Wolvers 
murder case	


(Alphen on the Rijn)



Evidence

• Autosomal DNA traces	


• Y-chromosome DNA	


• Mitochondrial chromosome DNA	


• The shoe-print	


• The computer	


• Opportunity



Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)



Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)

Case 1: Reference sample suspect RFN929 (Fingernail scraping case)

Case 1: Reference sample victim RFE206 (Fingernail scraping case)

D18: victim             ,   suspect

D18



Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)

Case 1: Reference sample suspect RFN929 (Fingernail scraping case)

Case 1: Reference sample victim RFE206 (Fingernail scraping case)

D18: victim             ,   suspect

Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)

D18



Netherlands Forensic Institute:  “If this trace is from two 
persons, we can exclude the suspect.  	

If it’s from three, we can’t”

Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)

Case 1: Reference sample victim RFE206 (Fingernail scraping case)Case 1: Reference sample suspect RFN929 (Fingernail scraping case)

D18:   victim                       suspect

D18: “mixture profile” (fingernail scaping of victim)

(2008)



NFI expert , following official (deterministic) 
interpretation rules:  	

“If this trace is from two persons, we can exclude the 
suspect.  If it’s from three, we can’t”

The rest of the profile, visually, matches a 90-10 
mixture victim-suspect rather well !	

!

D18 is the most well-known locus for mozaicism 
which occurs there in at least 1 in 5000 persons !?



Peter Gill
Forensic Science Service,
Birmingham, UK

ABSTRACT

The analysis of short tandem repeat
(STR) DNA sequences is of fundamental im-
portance to forensic science because they
have become the recognized standard in
constructing national public databases.
Consequently, considerable effort has been
expended in developing multiplexed (one
tube) reactions that analyze several loci in
combination. The implementation of STRs
in casework cannot take place without a full
understanding of the systems used. The pur-
pose of validation is to characterize multi-
plexes when one is challenged with forensic
samples. For example, mixtures are often
encountered that may be particularly diffi-
cult to interpret against a background of al-
lelic artifacts.

By increasing the number of PCR ampli-
fication cycles, it is possible to dramatically
boost the sensitivity of the system so that
just a handful of cells may be successfully
analyzed. However, interpretation is much
more complex because the origin of DNA
profiles may be less certain and complicat-
ed by issues such as contamination, the po-
tential for innocent transfer, and a predomi-
nance of mixtures.

This review provides a brief historical
background of the development of STRs in
forensic casework that culminated in the
creation of national DNA databases. The
development of guidelines to interpret com-
plex DNA profiles, such as mixtures, is out-
lined. Finally, the recent innovation of low
copy number DNA profiling is explained
along with the special considerations need-
ed to report in court.

DEVELOPMENT OF
MULTIPLEXED SYSTEMS

Early multiplexes consisted of few
loci that were based on simple short tan-
dem repeats (STRs). The four-locus
“quadruplex” was probably the first to
be widely used (44); because it consist-
ed of few STRs, the match probability
was consequently high—1 in 10 000. In
1996, a six-locus STR system (57,58)
combined with the amelogenin sex test
(61) was introduced—known as the
“second generation multiplex” (SGM).
Because this system utilized complex
STRs D21S11 and HUMFIBRA/FGA
(47), which have greater variability than
simple STRs, the match probability was
consequently decreased to 1:50 million.
In the UK, the introduction of SGM co-
incided with the implementation of the
UK National DNA Database (75). More
than a million samples are now stored
on the database. As databases become
much larger (numbering several mil-
lions), it is necessary to ensure that the
match probability of the system is suffi-
cient to minimize the chance of two un-
related individuals matching accidental-
ly. Consequently, a new system known
as the AmpFl STR SGM Plus (Ap-
plied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA) (18) was introduced in 1999 and
comprised 10 STR loci and amelogenin,
replacing the previous SGM system.
The probability of a match between two
unrelated people is approximately10-13.
For a full DNA profile, our practice is to
report a default match probability of
less than 1 in 1 billion. This figure is
conservative relative to sampling error
and Fst corrections (25). To ensure the
continuity of the DNA database so that
the new system could be used to match
samples that had been collated in previ-

ous years, all six loci of the older SGM
system were retained in the new AmpFl
STR SGM Plus system.

Development and Harmonization of
National DNA Databases

The harmonization of STR loci has
been achieved by collaboration at the in-
ternational level. Notably, the European
DNA profiling group (EDNAP) carried
out a series of successful studies to iden-
tify and recommend STR loci for the
forensic community to use. This work
began with an evaluation of the simple
STRs, HUMTH01 and HUMVWFA
(43). Subsequently, the group evaluated
D21S11 and HUMFIBRA/FGA (31).
Recommendations on the use of STRs
have been published by the International
Society of Forensic Genetics (7,51).

To date, several European countries
have legislated to implement national
DNA databases that are based on STRs.
In Europe, there has been a drive to
standardize loci across countries to
meet the challenge of increasing cross-
border crime. In particular, a European
Community (EC)-funded initiative led
by the European Network of Forensic
Science Institutes (ENFSI) was respon-
sible for coordinating collaborative ex-
ercises to validate commercially avail-
able multiplexes for general use within
the EC (34). National DNA databases
were introduced in 1997 in Holland and
Austria, 1998 in Germany, and 1999 in
Finland and Norway. Furthermore,
databases are currently planned for
Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Switzer-
land, and Spain. A parallel process is
occurring in Canada (28,67) and the US
(42) where standardization is based on
13 combined DNA index system
(CODIS) loci (Table 1).
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Role of Short Tandem Repeat DNA in Forensic
Casework in the UK—Past, Present, and 
Future Perspectives
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ily identified by reference to the scan
data in GeneScan® Analysis Software
(Applied Biosystems). This is not a pro-
blem with CE-based instrumentation.

Masking Effect

A mixture may not always be evi-
dent by the presence of multiple bands.
This would occur in cases where the
contributors to a mixture actually share
alleles at a particular locus. Consider
two individuals sharing the same alleles
(e.g., D18S51 14,14 and 14,15). If the
mixture ratio is 1:1, then the ratio of the
14:15 peak areas will be 3:1, respec-
tively, and pronounced peak asymme-
try will be observed.

Suppression of Amplification
Efficiency

Peak-area asymmetry outside the
normal range for a non-mixture may
occur because of a primer binding site
mutation. This has the effect of altering
annealing and melting temperatures,
which changes the amplification effi-
ciency and decreases the resulting sig-
nal. If a substitution mutation occurs at
the 3! end of the primer, then a mis-
match will result and amplification will
fail completely, resulting in a null al-
lele. The closer the substitution is to the
5! end of the primer, the less the effect
on the amplification efficiency.

Genetic Anomalies

Trisomy or translocations. Both
chromosome and gene duplications af-
fect all cells in an individual. In prac-
tice, it is impossible to tell the differ-
ence without resorting to genetic
analysis. If duplication is accompanied
by a deletion or insertion of a repeat
unit, then three bands of similar size are
generated (Figure 2).

If a gene is duplicated without addi-
tional mutation, then only two bands are
visible in a 2:1 ratio. In the example in
Figure 3, an XYY individual has a dou-
ble dose of the Y gene. Note that other
loci are balanced, and this argues against
the possibility of a mixture. In the multi-
plex described by Sparkes et al. (58), tri-
somy or translocation was observed in 1
in 2000 samples at each locus.

Somatic Mutation

If a somatic mutation occurs during
embryological development, then two
types of cells with different genotypes
may coexist, and this leads to a three-
banded profile (Figure 4). The peak ar-
eas will depend on the relative propor-
tion of the mutant cell and will not be
equivalent. This is arguably the most dif-
ficult condition to elucidate because it is
possible that not all tissues will demon-
strate somatic mutation. The incidence
of somatic mutation is variable—out of

120000 samples, not one has been ob-
served at the HUMTH01 locus, whereas
the incidence is approximately 1 in 5000
at the D18S51 and HUMFIBRA loci. It
is possible that some somatic mutations
will be indistinguishable from stutters;
therefore, these figures are probably un-
derestimates because they are only
recorded if unambiguous.

The genetic phenomena described
(trisomy, translocation, and primer
binding site mutations) can be verified
by the analysis of the reference sample,
which should also demonstrate the
same anomaly unless a tissue-specific
somatic mutation has occurred. In the
latter case, confirmation may depend
on a reference sample that has the same
origin as the case stain, although we
cannot completely rule out the possibil-
ity that the appearance of somatic mu-
tations could vary over time within tis-
sues such as the buccal lining, which
consists of rapidly dividing cells. 

To summarize, an understanding of
the behavior of the DNA profiling sys-
tem is important to assess potential mix-
tures. Loci will behave somewhat differ-
ently from each other, but it is possible
to generalize. Here are some of the key
features: (i) the smallest peak area of a
heterozygote will usually be greater than
60% of the size of its partner (peak area
or peak height); (ii) within the previous
guideline, the high molecular weight
peak is often smaller than the low mol-
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Figure 2. An example of trisomy showing three different alleles. D21S11 trisomy or translocation in the lower pane. Note that the bands are equivalent in
size. Allelic ladder in the upper pane. AmpFlSTR SGM Plus system.
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ently from each other, but it is possible
to generalize. Here are some of the key
features: (i) the smallest peak area of a
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60% of the size of its partner (peak area
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Statistical 
Paradigms



Forensic statistics & Graphical Models 
RISK  

ASSESSMENT AND 
DECISION 

ANALYSIS WITH 
BAYESIAN  

NETWORKS

NORMAN FENTON
MARTIN NEIL



Statistical paradigms

• Bayes (one person statistics)	


• Frequentist (two person, collaborative statistics)	


!

• Likelihood (avoiding the issue)



Bayes’ rule
• Posterior odds 	


= prior odds × likelihood ratio	


• Likelihood ratio	


= Prob( Evidence | HP ) :  Prob( Evidence | HD )	


• The likelihood ratio is a measure of the                 
evidential value of the “Evidence” in question	


Note: The prior is up to the judges … they must combine all of the available legal 
evidence, not just the particular piece we are discussing here.                                          
The scientist who is called to help the court interpret “Evidence” should merely inform 
the court of its evidential value



Example: Monty Hall
• Player chooses door 1	


• At this point, prior to obtaining any evidence, odds on 
“car is behind door 1” :  “car is behind door 2”                 
=  1 : 1	


• Host opens door 3 and reveals goat ( = evidence)	


• Prob(host opens 3 | car behind door 1)  =  1/2	


• Prob(host opens 3 | car behind door 2)  =  1	


• Therefore, likelihood ratio  =  1/2 : 1  =  1 : 2	


• Therefore (by Bayes), posterior odds  =  1 : 2
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THE LOGIC OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS 51

Table 2.11 Definitions of the nodes used in the ‘Lulu’ Bayesian network
in Figure 2.9.

A: Jack stabbed Lulu.
B: Bloodstain at crime scene comes from offender.
C: Bloodstain at crime scene comes from Jack.
E: Jack’s blood sample and crime stain share the same DNA profile.
F : Jack was in a certain place f near the house where Lulu

lived shortly after the time the crime was committed.
W : John says that Jack was in place f shortly after

the time when the crime was committed.
J : Jack loved Lulu.
D: John was jealous of Jack.

C

E W

J

F D

AB

Figure 2.9 The ‘Lulu’ Bayesian network. The descriptions of the nodes are given in
Table 2.11

2.2.2 The Markov property

The multiplication law allows us to decompose a joint probability distribution with n vari-
ables as a product of n − 1 conditional distributions and a marginal distribution:

Pr(X1, . . . , Xn) =
!

n"

i=2

Pr(Xi | X1, . . . , Xi−1)

#

Pr(X1).

The following fact holds in any Bayesian network and it constitutes the fundamental
property of Bayesian networks, also known in the literature as the Markov property :

a DAG with a joint probability distribution Pr() over its variables is a Bayesian
network if and only if

• for every variable X in the DAG, and every set Y of variables such that it does
not include the set DE(X) of descendants of X, X is conditionally independent
from Y given the set PA(X) of its parents:

Pr(X | PA(X), Y) = Pr(X | PA(X)).

The joint probability distribution associated with the DAG in Figure 2.9 is:

Pr(A, B, C, D, E, F, J, W) (2.1)

60 THE LOGIC OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS

ABCF

CE

AFJ DFJ

DFW

C

AF FJ

DF

Figure 2.16 The junction tree for graph in Figure 2.14(i) with separators.

2.2.6 Calculemus

In this paragraph, it is shown how it is possible to execute probability updating with paper
and pencil on the junction tree in Figure 2.16. The aim is to let the reader realise that the
junction tree architecture allows coherent probability updating according to the rules of the
logic of uncertainty outlined in Chapter 1.

Given the role that Jeffrey’s rule (1.24) will play, it is useful to rewrite the general
formula here. Let A and B be two propositions, and let Pr0(A, B) be, by abuse of language,
their joint probability distribution given the state of information at time t0. If the state of
information at time t1 is such that the new probability for B is different from the old
probability for B, i.e., Pr1(B) ̸= Pr0(B), and nothing else is different according to the
knowledge available, then the new joint probability distribution is given by

Pr1(A, B) = Pr0(A, B) × Pr1(B)

P r0(B)
. (2.13)

Now, suppose that the conditional probability tables associated with the graph in
Figure 2.9 are as shown in Table 2.12 (the numerical values are chosen to make calcu-
lations easier). The first task is to compute the initial marginal distributions Pr0() for all
cliques and separators in the tree of Figure 2.16.

It is convenient to execute the computation following the order given in Figure 2.10. An
example of the probability table for the clique {A, F, J }, obtained from values in Table 2.12

Table 2.12 Probability distributions for Figure 2.9.

A: Pr0(A) = 0.01 J : Pr0(J ) = 0.9
B: Pr0(B) = 0.95 F : Pr0(F | A, J ) = 1
C: Pr0(C | A, B, F ) = 1 Pr0(F | A, J̄ ) = 1

Pr0(C | A, B, F̄ ) = 1 Pr0(F | Ā, J ) = 0.1
Pr0(C | A, B̄, F ) = 0 Pr0(F | Ā, J̄ ) = 0.01
Pr0(C | A, B̄, F̄ ) = 0 D: Pr0(D | J ) = 1
Pr0(C | Ā, B, F ) = 0 Pr0(D | J̄ ) = 0.6
Pr0(C | Ā, B, F̄ ) = 0 W : Pr0(W | F, D) = 0.99
Pr0(C | Ā, B̄, F ) = 0.1 Pr0(W | F, D̄) = 0.99
Pr0(C | Ā, B̄, F̄ ) = 0.01 Pr0(W | F̄ , D) = 0.8

E: Pr0(E | C) = 1 Pr0(W | F̄ , D̄) = 0.01
Pr0(E | C̄) = 0.001

Bayes nets!
!
Visualisation of complex causal (but not 
necessarily deterministic) relations!
!
Graphical and computational tool for correct 
reasoning with uncertainty!
!
Rapid computation of evidential value in 
situations with complex causal relations between 
different components of the evidence in question.
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Using a Graphical Method to Assist the Evaluation of 
Complicated Patterns of Evidence 

REFERENCE: Dawid AP, Evett IW. Using a graphical method 
to assist the evaluation of complicated patterns of evidence. J Foren- 
sic Sci 1997;42(2):226-231. 

ABSTRACT: The forensic scientist often faces the task of interpre- 
ting patterns of evidence which involve many variables. Combining 
different items of evidence within a complex framework of circum- 
stances requires logical powers of reasoning and this can be assisted 
by formal methods. We discuss one such method which, as has 
already been pointed out by Aitken and Gammerman (1), offers 
considerable potential for creating probabilistic expert systems to 
assist in evidence interpretation. In particular, we show how the 
method, which is based on a directed acyclic graph, enables depend- 
encies between different aspects of the evidence to be considered. 
The discussion is based on an imaginary case example. 

KEYWORDS: forensic science, interpretation, expert systems, 
probability, Bayesian, fibers, trace evidence 

There is now considerable support for the Bayesian approach 
to assessing evidence in the context of a legal adversary system 
(2-5). The examples which are described in the literature tend, of 
necessity, to be relatively simple and practical complications are 
minimized so that the principles of the method are not obscured. 
A major factor in evaluating more complex patterns of evidence 
is the problem of understanding all of the dependencies which 
may exist between different aspects of the evidence. In this paper, 
we show how a graphical method, based on an approach previously 
applied to forensic problems by Aitken and Gammerman (1), pro- 
vides a valuable aid. We base our discussion on an example and 
follow a manual approach but we agree with the previous authors 
that a computer solution is desirable. One of us has developed 
such solutions in the field of medical diagnosis (Spiegelhalter et 
al. (6)) and in a future paper we hope to demonstrate practical 
application of such a program. 

The Principles of Analysis Using a Directed Acyclic Graph 

A criminal case will often involve various items of evidence of 
different kinds, related to each other in more or less complex ways. 
For example, we might have forensic evidence concerning both 
bloodstains left at the crime scene and fibers found on a suspect; 
eyewitness evidence from a victim or a passer-by; alibi evidence; 
etc. The relationships between these items may depend on whether 
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or not the suspect is truly the offender, because the explanations 
of how the evidence came to be found will differ given the two 
different sets of circumstances. In complicated case, it can be an 
aid to understanding and analysis to represent these relationships 
in the form of a suitable graphical diagram. An early approach of 
this kind was Wigmore's chart method (7,8). Such diagrams can 
make it much easier to appreciate the logical structure of a com- 
plex case. 

The value of a graphical representation, however, goes far 
beyond its use to assist human comprehension. It can also be used 
to structure and organize the calculations required to f'md the all- 
important likelihood ratio (3,4) between the defense and prosecu- 
tion propositions based on the totality of the evidence with all its 
complicated pattern of interactions. In recent years there has been 
much research in the statistics and artificial intelligence (AI) com- 
munities into computerized methods for probability calculations in 
graphically specified problems, going under the nameprobabilistic 
expert systems (PES) as described by Buckleton and Walsh (9). 
It is our belief that such systems, if developed further to incorporate 
the special features of forensic inference, could revolutionize the 
practice of forensic science, by making feasible a full and reasoned 
assessment of the overall impact of the evidence. 

Graphical Representation--A PES is typically represented 
graphically by drawing a "node" for each variable in the problem, 
and arrows between certain pairs of nodes. The variables may be 
quantitative (e.g., a measurement), qualitative (e.g., hair color) or 
binary (e.g., presence/absence at the scene of crime). It is important 
to include not only those variables whose values are known, and 
thus part of the evidence, but also any others (even though unob- 
served) on which observed variables may reasonably be considered 
to depend. The arrows between variables represent the intuitive 
notion of "causal dependence," although this should be understood 
in a nondeterministic, probabilistic sense, as in the phrase "smoking 
causes lung cancer." Thus arrows are drawn coming into any node 
from the set of those other nodes which can be regarded, singly 
or jointly, as influencing, in a probabilistic way, its value. 

Example 

An unknown number of offenders entered commercial premises 
late at night through a hole which they cut in a metal grille. Inside, 
they were confronted by a security guard who was able to set off 
an alarm before one of the intruders punched him in the face, 
causing his nose to bleed. 

The intruders left from the front of the building just as a police 
patrol car was arriving and they dispersed on foot, their getaway 
car having made off at the first sound of the alarm. The security 
guard said that there were four men but the light was too poor for 

226 Copyright © 1997 by ASTM International

Dawid and Evett (1997)
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DNA profiles 
(genetics and biochemistry)	




Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)



• Each group of peaks corresponds to one locus on a 
different chromosome	


• Genotype of one person at one locus is pair (m,n),  m 
≤ n  (numbers of repeats in two STR alleles),               
e.g. (7,9) or (18,18)	


• Relative size of peak is roughly proportional to sum 
over contributors of:	


• 0, 1, or 2 depending on # alleles contributed	


•  x  proportion of contributor to mixture	


• Absolute size of peak is (almost) irrelevant	


• The peak sizes are definitely random, small peaks much 
more than large peaks	




Randomness

• Mendel’s laws and relative frequencies of 
alleles in general population give us a fairly 
well understood model for the genotype of 
a random unknown person	


• PCR procedure generates randomly sized 
peaks and suffers from “artefacts”:           
stutter, dropout, silent alleles, mozaicism ...
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Abstract

Taking peak area information into account when analysing STR DNA mixtures is acknowledged to be a difficult task. There have been a number
of non-probabilistic approaches proposed in the literature, and some have been incorporated into computer systems, but comparatively little has
been published from a probabilistic perspective. Here we briefly review our previous work on using Bayesian networks to analyse two-person
mixtures within a probabilistic framework, and present preliminary results obtained for analysing two-person and three-person mixtures that
combine peak area information from multiple independent samples.
# 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: DNA mixtures; Bayesian networks; Multiple traces; Multiple contributors

1. Introduction

In a recent series of papers [1–3] we have presented a
probabilistic methodology for analysing peak area information
from DNA mixtures based on Bayesian networks. A
representative fragment of these networks is shown in Fig. 1
for a two-person mixture. This represents peak area information
on three alleles, denoted by a, b and c, of some marker system.
At the top we have two nodes representing the genotypes of the
contributors p1 and p2. On the next layer we have nodes such as
n1a that count the number of alleles of type a that person p1 has.
These nodes take values in the set f0; 1; 2g. They depend on the
genotypes of the persons, this dependence is represented by the
directed arrow from the genotype to the nia nodes. The u node to
the left represents the relative proportions of DNA in the
mixture from each contributor prior to PCR amplification, so
that the proportion from person pi is ui with u1 þ u2 ¼ 1. From
the u proportions and the allele count nodes we calculate the
mean ma ¼ ðu1n1a þ u2n2aÞ=2, with similar formula for the
mean nodes mb and mc. These are the fraction of alleles of type
a, b and c for the marker in the mixture prior to PCR
amplification. The bottom layer of nodes represents the peak
areas of the individual alleles as measured by the PCR

apparatus after amplification of the mixture sample. We model
the stochastic variations in these areas by Gamma distributions,
where the Gamma distribution of the area for allele a depends
on the mean ma and has expectation proportional to ma;
similarly for alleles b and c. For further details of the Gamma
model and Bayesian networks, and how the probability
calculations are performed, see [1–3].

2. Results

In our previous papers [1–3] we have analysed peak-area
data on two-person mixtures taken from a variety of
publications. Here we illustrate the power of our methodology
for combining peak area information from two independent
samples that each have the same contributors.

In our first example there are two individuals. Two mixtures
were prepared in a laboratory, with each mixture having
approximately the same amount of DNA from each person. We
separated each mixture individually, and also separated the pair
of mixtures together.1 Our results are shown in Table 1. Using
only the first mixture, the genotypes of both contributors are
correctly identified on all markers. Using only the second

www.elsevier.com/locate/FSIGSS

Available online at www.sciencedirect.com

Forensic Science International: Genetics Supplement Series 1 (2008) 640–642

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 20 7040 8454; fax: +44 20 7040 8572.
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1 With these proportions it should not be possible to separate the mixtures.
That we are able to do so indicates that the effective fraction from each

contributor was not exactly one half.
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mixture the profiles on two markers were not identified
correctly (as indicated by italics). When combining the two
traces both profiles were correctly identified on all markers,
with probabilities increased on all but one marker profiles. Note
especially the increase in probabilities in the profiles for

markers D3 and D19, which were incorrectly identified when
analysing the second mixture by itself.

In our second example, we consider three-person mixtures.
We analyse two laboratory prepared mixtures of differing
proportions, using the known profile of one of the contributors.
Our results are shown in Table 2. Incorrect classifications are
shown in italics. Using only the first mixture, only 3 of the 14
markers were correctly identified, whilst using the second
mixture by itself only 3 marker profiles were incorrectly
identified, these having low probabilities. However, when using
both markers together all marker profiles are correctly
identified. Note in particular the increase in probabilities for
the profiles on markers D5, D16, and TH01, none of which were
correctly identified with a single mixture analysis.

3. Summary

We have presented preliminary results from applying a simple
probabilistic model-based approach for mixture peak area
values, for what we believe is a novel example of combining peak
area information from independent mixture samples that have
DNA from the same set of contributors in order to enhance the
profile separation. Our results show the power and flexibility of
the Bayesian network approach. We intend to expand on our
findings elsewhere. In addition, the same approach can deal with
stutter peaks, and also possible kinship relationships between
contributors to mixtures: again we intend to publish more details
on the additional possibilities elsewhere. In our previous

Fig. 1. Bayesian network fragment for modelling peak areas in a mixture.

Table 1

Profile separation of a pair of two-person mixtures

Marker First trace only (correct all markers) Second trace only (correct 9 out of 11 markers) Both traces combined (correct all markers)

Amelogenin 0.6668 0.6392 0.7772

D2 0.4582 0.3838 0.6956

D3 0.8152 0.4854 0.8531

D8 0.6471 0.4831 0.7357
D16 0.6078 0.7534 0.7877

D18 0.4095 0.3574 0.6872

D19 0.4994 0.2928 0.6605
D21 0.7480 0.7485 0.8592

FGA 0.6727 0.6058 0.7701

TH01 1 1 1

VWA 0.3529 0.7656 0.7457

Each mixture was prepared in 1:1 ratio. They were analysed both individually, and also together assuming common contributors. Posterior probabilities shown are for
the correct profile, with incorrect identifications italicized.

Table 2
Profile separation of two three-person mixtures, each mixture taken separately

and then together assuming common contributors, using the profile of one

contributor in all three separations

Marker First trace

only 1:1:1

(correct 3 out
of 14 markers)

Second trace

only 1:5:2

(correct 11 out
of 14 markers)

Both traces combined

(correct all markers)

CSF 0.145 1.000 1.000
D2 0.178 1.000 1.000

D3 0.285 0.768 0.987

D5 0.432 0.190 0.883
D7 0.179 0.930 0.975

D8 0.270 0.739 0.776

D16 0.171 0.299 0.967

D18 0.126 0.999 0.999
D19 0.360 0.927 1.000

D21 0.154 0.997 0.997

FGA 0.400 0.892 1.000

TH01 0.009 0.212 0.529
TPOX 0.496 0.525 0.985

VWA 0.179 0.985 0.982

Posterior probabilities shown are for the correct profile, with incorrect identi-

fications italicized.

R.G. Cowell et al. / Forensic Science International: Genetics Supplement Series 1 (2008) 640–642 641

Basis model: one locus, three adjacent STR numbers



Extended model (with dropout and stutter)

mixture the profiles on two markers were not identified
correctly (as indicated by italics). When combining the two
traces both profiles were correctly identified on all markers,
with probabilities increased on all but one marker profiles. Note
especially the increase in probabilities in the profiles for

markers D3 and D19, which were incorrectly identified when
analysing the second mixture by itself.

In our second example, we consider three-person mixtures.
We analyse two laboratory prepared mixtures of differing
proportions, using the known profile of one of the contributors.
Our results are shown in Table 2. Incorrect classifications are
shown in italics. Using only the first mixture, only 3 of the 14
markers were correctly identified, whilst using the second
mixture by itself only 3 marker profiles were incorrectly
identified, these having low probabilities. However, when using
both markers together all marker profiles are correctly
identified. Note in particular the increase in probabilities for
the profiles on markers D5, D16, and TH01, none of which were
correctly identified with a single mixture analysis.

3. Summary

We have presented preliminary results from applying a simple
probabilistic model-based approach for mixture peak area
values, for what we believe is a novel example of combining peak
area information from independent mixture samples that have
DNA from the same set of contributors in order to enhance the
profile separation. Our results show the power and flexibility of
the Bayesian network approach. We intend to expand on our
findings elsewhere. In addition, the same approach can deal with
stutter peaks, and also possible kinship relationships between
contributors to mixtures: again we intend to publish more details
on the additional possibilities elsewhere. In our previous

Fig. 1. Bayesian network fragment for modelling peak areas in a mixture.
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Marker First trace only (correct all markers) Second trace only (correct 9 out of 11 markers) Both traces combined (correct all markers)
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D19 0.4994 0.2928 0.6605
D21 0.7480 0.7485 0.8592

FGA 0.6727 0.6058 0.7701

TH01 1 1 1

VWA 0.3529 0.7656 0.7457

Each mixture was prepared in 1:1 ratio. They were analysed both individually, and also together assuming common contributors. Posterior probabilities shown are for
the correct profile, with incorrect identifications italicized.

Table 2
Profile separation of two three-person mixtures, each mixture taken separately

and then together assuming common contributors, using the profile of one

contributor in all three separations

Marker First trace

only 1:1:1

(correct 3 out
of 14 markers)

Second trace

only 1:5:2

(correct 11 out
of 14 markers)

Both traces combined

(correct all markers)

CSF 0.145 1.000 1.000
D2 0.178 1.000 1.000

D3 0.285 0.768 0.987

D5 0.432 0.190 0.883
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Posterior probabilities shown are for the correct profile, with incorrect identi-
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mixture the profiles on two markers were not identified
correctly (as indicated by italics). When combining the two
traces both profiles were correctly identified on all markers,
with probabilities increased on all but one marker profiles. Note
especially the increase in probabilities in the profiles for

markers D3 and D19, which were incorrectly identified when
analysing the second mixture by itself.

In our second example, we consider three-person mixtures.
We analyse two laboratory prepared mixtures of differing
proportions, using the known profile of one of the contributors.
Our results are shown in Table 2. Incorrect classifications are
shown in italics. Using only the first mixture, only 3 of the 14
markers were correctly identified, whilst using the second
mixture by itself only 3 marker profiles were incorrectly
identified, these having low probabilities. However, when using
both markers together all marker profiles are correctly
identified. Note in particular the increase in probabilities for
the profiles on markers D5, D16, and TH01, none of which were
correctly identified with a single mixture analysis.

3. Summary

We have presented preliminary results from applying a simple
probabilistic model-based approach for mixture peak area
values, for what we believe is a novel example of combining peak
area information from independent mixture samples that have
DNA from the same set of contributors in order to enhance the
profile separation. Our results show the power and flexibility of
the Bayesian network approach. We intend to expand on our
findings elsewhere. In addition, the same approach can deal with
stutter peaks, and also possible kinship relationships between
contributors to mixtures: again we intend to publish more details
on the additional possibilities elsewhere. In our previous
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(correct 3 out
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(correct 11 out
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correctly (as indicated by italics). When combining the two
traces both profiles were correctly identified on all markers,
with probabilities increased on all but one marker profiles. Note
especially the increase in probabilities in the profiles for

markers D3 and D19, which were incorrectly identified when
analysing the second mixture by itself.

In our second example, we consider three-person mixtures.
We analyse two laboratory prepared mixtures of differing
proportions, using the known profile of one of the contributors.
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shown in italics. Using only the first mixture, only 3 of the 14
markers were correctly identified, whilst using the second
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identified, these having low probabilities. However, when using
both markers together all marker profiles are correctly
identified. Note in particular the increase in probabilities for
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mixture the profiles on two markers were not identified
correctly (as indicated by italics). When combining the two
traces both profiles were correctly identified on all markers,
with probabilities increased on all but one marker profiles. Note
especially the increase in probabilities in the profiles for

markers D3 and D19, which were incorrectly identified when
analysing the second mixture by itself.
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proportions, using the known profile of one of the contributors.
Our results are shown in Table 2. Incorrect classifications are
shown in italics. Using only the first mixture, only 3 of the 14
markers were correctly identified, whilst using the second
mixture by itself only 3 marker profiles were incorrectly
identified, these having low probabilities. However, when using
both markers together all marker profiles are correctly
identified. Note in particular the increase in probabilities for
the profiles on markers D5, D16, and TH01, none of which were
correctly identified with a single mixture analysis.

3. Summary

We have presented preliminary results from applying a simple
probabilistic model-based approach for mixture peak area
values, for what we believe is a novel example of combining peak
area information from independent mixture samples that have
DNA from the same set of contributors in order to enhance the
profile separation. Our results show the power and flexibility of
the Bayesian network approach. We intend to expand on our
findings elsewhere. In addition, the same approach can deal with
stutter peaks, and also possible kinship relationships between
contributors to mixtures: again we intend to publish more details
on the additional possibilities elsewhere. In our previous
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stutter a2... stutter c2bstutter b2a

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~eµa = (1 � �a)µa + �bµb eµb = (1 � �b)µb + �cµc eµc = (1 � �c)µc + �dµd

~ ~ ~



Case 1: Fingernail scraping AHH352#2 (fingernails victim)
Case 1: Reference sample suspect RFN929 (Fingernail scraping case)

Suspect

Case 1: Reference sample victim RFE206 (Fingernail scraping case)

Victim

Mixture

Locus D19 (not problematic...?)



Locus D19: prior

Assume 90:10 mixture



Locus D19: posterior

Assume 90:10 mixture



What does D19 say about 
the mixture proportion?CHAPTER 4. CALCULATIONS ON “THE SCORPION CASE” 86
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For this marker the peak profile reveals that:
Sgt=(15,17)
Vgt=(14,15)

Peak areas=
Allele number 14 15 17

Peak area 1064 1290 139

MATLAB histogram:

��

Defence would like 𝜽  < 0.08, prosecution 𝜽  > 0.25



Combining three replicate mixture profiles:	

!

Evidential value for  	

victim+suspect+mosaicism versus victim+unknown 	

is around 10 000 : 1  (“very strong evidence”)	

!

Evidential value for  	

victim+suspect+unknown versus victim+unknown
+unknown 	

is also around 10 000 : 1  (“very strong evidence”)

Free tools: GeNIe, octave, R  	

GeNIe: http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/

http://genie.sis.pitt.edu


Experience

• Important to over-estimate “noise parameters” 
in model to compensate for misspecification – 
otherwise you will overestimate weight of 
evidence	


• Once you have done that, our results were 
pretty robust to unknown nuisance parameters	


• The courts, and the DNA specialists, are not 
ready for this



New technologies

• New technologies are generating new 
forensic data of frightening dimension, little 
scientific understanding	


• Plug-in methods (fit models using training 
data, then “estimate” likelihood ratio) tends 
to grossly overestimates weight of evidence	


• Present research plans: tune fitting to task	


• Courts won’t be ready for this for many 
years to come (and shouldn’t be)
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gill@math.leidenuniv.nl	

http://www.math.leidenuniv.nl/~gill

Conclusions
• Forensic statistics is in its infancy	


• It requires non-standard paradigms and will need 
new methodology	


• Multiparty statistics	


• Nuisance parameters	


• Model the forensic investigation process	


• Communication of statistical ideas to non-
statisticians is going to be the bottle-neck

mailto:gill@math.leidenuniv.nl
http://www.math.leidenuniv.nl/~gill

